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With a net worth of close to $5 billion, LinkedIn co-founder Reid Hoffman credits much of his entrepreneurial success to playing strategy games. Business is the systematic game game, he says fondly to say. Hoffman even went so far as to name several conference rooms inside his building on LinkedIn after famous
video games - Pac-Man, Tetris and Space Invaders.Although LinkedIn was recently purchased by Microsoft for a cool $26.2 billion, Hoffman's passion for strategy-oriented games continues to play a prominent role on the world's largest social network for professionals. When it comes to selling your products and services
on LinkedIn, one of the more important games you can play on the network involves your Social Selling Index, or SSI. According to LinkedIn, Your Social Selling Index (SSI) measures how effective you are at establishing your professional brand, finding the right people, engaging with insights and building relationships.
LinkedIn assigns each user an SSI score, and you can see how your profile ranks here. The idea behind SSI games is simple - the better you perform in four key strategy zones, the higher your score climbs. (And the more likely you are to be successful in selling your products and services on LinkedIn.) With that in mind,
I'd like to spend the rest of this post sharing my best advice on how to dominate each of the four categories of SSI – and get you more sales on LinkedIn as a result! This one is perhaps the most important of all. It all starts with, in my opinion, creating what I call a client-facing LinkedIn profile. This means ditching the
traditional third-person CV approach and designing a LinkedIn profile that's about how the products or services you provide help your ideal customers achieve their biggest business goals or professional goals. Moreover, I've spoken elsewhere about the surprising truth about what to write on LinkedIn, and seen
tremendous success as a result of taking this unconventional approach. Long story short, it involves mixing personal and professional elements of who you are, what you do and how it helps others achieve their goals. People won't do business with you until they feel like they know you, and it goes beyond just knowing
what products or services you provide. They also want to like you and feel they can trust you – and this is where mixing in some of your personal lives and passions with your professional offerings helps close that gap. This is where LinkedIn really shines. Because it has detailed (and I mean detailed!) information on
nearly 450 million professionals in more than 200 countries, LinkedIn's internal search engine is key that unlocks kingdom opportunities and potential customers are waiting for you. When you understand how you can take advantage of effective search features, you can instantly create targeted lists of the exact exact you
will appeal to. One of my favorite features on LinkedIn is the ability to instantly engage with hot leads. When someone sees your profile, interacts with a piece of content you share, or sends you an invitation or message, you have the option to instantly start a conversation with someone who's already warmed up to who
you are and what you're doing. In short, the more you pay attention and quickly respond to people who are already expressing interest in your profile and content, the easier it is to generate warm, qualified leads as a result. Above all else, you must understand that there is a special psychology to sell on LinkedIn.The
biggest mistake I see people make is trying to marry everyone on the first date – putting a sales offer or a request for a free consultation in their LinkedIn invite or a first message, for example. Instead, practice a little professional courtship first. Get to know your leads on a personal level. LinkedIn makes it easy, by the
way – you can see from someone's profile page where he or she lives, where he or she went to school, personal interests, volunteering and more. More importantly, as you engage with your LinkedIn connections, ask them questions about their professional needs and mix in some personal details (a comment about the
weather, where they live, for example), you saw the seeds of a friendly, back and forth banter that opens the door to talking business in short order. You may or may not have grown up as a fan of role-playing strategy games and board games that ultimately gave birth to LinkedIn, but you would be wise to spend some
time re-framing your view of the network in this context moving forward. If you do, it will be much easier to generate more business for yourself as a result! Being a programmer is not a specialized skill reserved for those working in IT departments or technology-centric industries. A number of careers require a certain level
of coding skill to land an entry-level position. The following free coding games are targeted at all ages and experience levels and are designed to help you get started in a variety of programming languages. All games on this list can be played on all major web browsers except where specified. CheckiO is intended for
beginners as well as advanced developers and solves you solving challenges using Python or JavaScript. You'll have the option to sign in with an email address or use your Google, Github, or Facebook account to build a base from which you attack or cut off enemies through programming tasks. CodeCombat's core
team teamed up with hundreds of open source contributors to create an enjoyable way to learn how to program while adventureing through dungeons, forests, mountains, deserts and other cool landscapes. Learn JavaScript or Python, while your character gets experience points and booty, and broadcast mini-quests
along by writing code in a classic RPG setting. As you progress, you can unlock advanced areas, ensuring that gameplay never tires. The CodeCombat edition of the classroom provides tools for teachers and students so you can monitor progress and become a legitimate programmer even at a young age. CodinGame's
mini-game is designed to take competent programmers to the next level. It's a challenge-centric environment where you'll learn one of over two dozen programming languages, including the great possibilities, as well as lesser-known digital dialects like Dart and F#. Games include solo and multiplayer turn-based
challenges, with the ability to join the leaderboards to get these competitive juices flowing. Whether you're shooting aliens, racing bikes or trying to get through a treacherous maze, CodinGame's learning methods are addictive and entertaining. Offering lessons for over 20 programming languages, including PHP, Python,
SQL, C++, Java, JavaScript, and Ruby, Codewars takes a unique approach to learning. Students train in a virtual dojo, practicing cata drills as they strive for true perfection of their code. Qualified programmers can take advantage of the large lesson library and interact with others in the Codewars community. There are
costs associated with these exercises and games. We have included Codewars on this list because a fully functional free trial can be ordered through the company's website. This game requires you to complete individual challenges with a virtual elevator bank, such as transporting 15 people in 60 seconds or less. You
are asked to code the movement of these elevators using JavaScript, employing predefined features like goToFloor and loadFactor to achieve your goal. In Robocode you are tasked with creating a virtual tank in either Java or another language like C# or Scala, which you then send into real time battle with other user-
generated robots. Essentially, you play the role of an online BattleBots participant, replacing a soldering iron and steel with identifiers and operators. Ruby's easy-to-read style makes it an ideal language to learn through this type of game. Your knight character rises a tower filled with danger, including dangerous
obstacles and angry enemies, all through the magic code that you are tasked with writing. Swift Playgrounds is a free iPad and macOS app geared to teach the Apple Swift language, which is used to build apps for iOS, macOS, Apple TV and Apple Watch. Swift Playgrounds is part of the Apple Everyone Can Code
initiative and begins by encoding the basics and working its way up by presenting puzzles and other challenges that can only be solved through programming concepts. Download For: Intended for children 7 years and up, Tynker teaches several programming languages, HTML, JavaScript, Python, and Swift, along with
block-based coding. Different code code offered, as well as fun challenges for creating Minecraft skins, mods, mobs, and add-ons. Multi-player games are also available so you can set your programming skills up against other junior programmers by participating in various activities. Some activities include collecting
monsters and training them to win battles or casting spells against your opponents in a four-player arena. An improved version of we text editor for Linux-based operating systems, vim's main bindings and multiple modes makes it more powerful than a standard notepad-style program or a word processor. Wearing the apt
tagline, Zelda meets text editing, the game allows marker key movement, but strongly suggests that you use h, j, k, and l instead of simulating the true vim experience. Lifewire uses cookies to provide you with a good user experience. By using Lifewire, you agree to our use of cookies. Cookies.
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